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By Angela Godfrey

The Choir Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The poetry and prose of Dark Wonder represent a lifetime s
experience of co-existing with bipolar affective disorder. The poems set out to examine my shadow
self, with which the disorder dictates I share my life. My constant companion, it sometimes allows
me great joy, whilst never letting me forget that its darker, more menacing side is always close at
hand. The poetry explores this dark side and the torment it causes alongside the peace and serenity
which descend as the mood lightens. Many of the poems act as meditations on both the wider
universe and our own natural world closer to home. Mountains, the weather, seasons and the starry
heavens all feature. Others deal with the pain and frustration of living within a shadow world. They
look at the difficulty of maintaining meaningful relationships with loved ones, and the desperation
when those relationships fail. On the lighter side are many poems descriptive of places I have visited
in this country and further afield. Seeing how others live and cope with situations much worse than
my own puts the shadow into...
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This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V

Complete guide! Its this kind of very good read through. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your lifestyle span
is going to be transform the instant you complete looking over this book.
-- Reilly K eebler  IV-- Reilly K eebler  IV
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